CORRECTED PROPOSAL – MUTUAL CONSIDERATION

Article VII – Working Conditions

Section A: SAME
Section B: SAME
Section C: SAME
Section D: SAME
Section E: SAME
Section F: SAME
Section G: SAME
Section H: SAME
Section I: SAME
Section J: SAME
Section K: SAME
Section L: SAME
Section M: SAME
Section N: SAME
Section O: SAME
Section P: SAME
Section Q: SAME
Section R: SAME
Section S: SAME
Section T: SAME
Section U: SAME
Section V: SAME

Section W: Transportation Committee - The Board and Union agree to explore alternative programs and/or procedures for possible implementation each school year and to discuss any concerns or issues for any transportation department program and/or procedure now being used including the basic procedure for assigning field trips. The first meeting on transportation issues will take place during the first quarter of the school year for potential implementation in this school year.
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